What is the CSSP Leadership Roundtable?

- A two module intersession opportunity to gain advance access to critical information to support you as leaders of scientific societies.
- Concentrated Chat in preparation for your leadership role
- An opportunity to build a network of colleagues and peers with whom answers and opportunities will be shared.

What ideas might be discussed during this conversation between leaders?

- What do boards do?
- What are they supposed to do?
- What is leadership?
- What are other society officers supposed to be doing?
- What is the structure of a Board?
- Race for Relevance – Five major changes societies should consider

Who should attend the CSSP Leadership Roundtable?

- Newly elected officers or scientific societies who are wondering – “what now?”
- Scientific society Board members considering leadership roles
- Past scientific society leadership as resources and participants in conversations from an experiential perspective.

FORMAT: TWO MODULE SESSION – 90 MINUTES EACH OVER TWO DAYS

Day One: 10 am ET start for one 90-minute session

- Structure and function of societies:
  - Switch (book)
  - Code of Conduct
  - Conflict of Interest

Day Two: 11 am ET start for one 90-minute session

- Inspiration, Vision and Change - Your vision for your term.
- William Bridges Organizational lifecycle
- Keep redreaming the dream

ALSO:

- CSSP Workshops – Live on-site and/or virtual thematic sessions offered twice a year to professional society leaders and Fellows
- CSSP Chats – Live interactive collaborative conversations with peers on leadership and society best practices